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this was the complete opposite of how snoop would end up releasing his next two albums. after the success of doggystyle, snoop would stay away from releasing albums in traditional, retail stores. he went on to
release his next two albums only as a dvd and a 2 cd set. and when he did release an album on a retail store, it didn't sell as well. snoop's next two albums, tha doggfather and dogg food, were released in the

early 2000s, which was a different time in hip-hop history. in the mid-2000s, hip-hop was still in a place of transition and many of the old guard were trying to establish themselves as rappers that could still take
the hip-hop scene to the next level. one of the first releases from the late 2000s was nas' hip hop is dead album, which was a direct response to the lack of hip-hop from the west coast and a shift in the kind of
music that people were listening to. the album's single, "gin and juice", peaked at number one on the billboard hot rap tracks chart, and number forty on the billboard hot 100. "gin and juice" also received an
ascap music award for most performed song of the year. the hip hop community had been eagerly awaiting the debut of the highly anticipated album by the legendary rap group. but death row was having

trouble meeting their delivery schedules. people weren't happy. "it was a great idea. but they weren't doing what they were supposed to be doing. they weren't progressing," said snoop, who spent the last two
years working on his album in los angeles. only one of the original recordings from doggystyle made it to the album, a remix of "nuthin but a 'g' thang". (the version on the compilation, death row: the lost

sessions vol. 1, is a different remix.)
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snoop dogg has often been in
the spotlight for his wild

lifestyle. the rapper has been
married five times, and even

after being married to his
current wife shante broadus

since 2000, he has been
caught up in multiple high-
profile affairs. in fact, the

rapper was also reported to be
caught on tape getting down in

a hotel room with a woman
named brandi. also, according
to several sources, death row
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records co-founder dr. dre
allegedly killed himself with a
gun around the same time as
snoop's hospitalization. tmz

also reported that dre was also
caught in a hotel with a
woman. and now, as we

approach 2021, it appears that
death row records is finally

following the lead of the
chronicand doggystyle and

turning it into an nft. the last
new record released on the
death row label was snoop

dogg's ''no limit, pt. 2'' in 2016.
the last independent release
was ''necklace'' by 50 cent in
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2008. the death row records
nfts are available on the sound

xyz marketplace. each nft is
available to purchase for either
$65 or $125, and comes with a
digital download of the album.
the physical album is available
at a future date. the deal with
streaming services has made

death row a "a lot of trouble" to
operate, according to snoop.

he added that he was
committed to seeing the label
"work. i want to be successful
on my own.""i just don't want

the road to be crazy. you know
what i'm saying? it's too hard
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to deal with these streaming
services. i'm not lying. i don't

want to do it. it's a lot of
trouble," snoop dogg

said.death row's immediate
plans are unclear. it has

previously sold its assets to the
liquor company beam inc. for
$60 million. since then, snoop

has been a busy touring
musician. he's toured with dr.
dre, 50 cent, and eminem and

released several albums.
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